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BUILDING EARTHQUAKE
PROTECTION FOR
TODAY’S HOSPITAL
Loma Linda University
Medical Center
Large earthquakes can cause major damage to structures,
putting people’s lives in jeopardy. Because of their vital
role in communities, particularly in the event of a disaster,
medical facilities in areas prone to seismic activity must
meet rigorous design and construction standards. Terracon
is part of a team including structural engineers, architects,
the construction management company and the general
contractor creating new ways to protect structures in the
event of catastrophic earthquakes. Working collaboratively,
the team is developing true three-dimensional earthquake
protection, using a base-isolated foundation system for
Loma Linda University Medical Center’s (LLUMC) new
hospital towers, which would make it the world’s first
hospital to use this innovative technology.
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The potential for a catastrophic earthquake with design peak
ground acceleration (PGA) of 0.91g (by comparison, the
2010 earthquake in Haiti had a PGA of 0.5g), combined with
the loose soil conditions, created significant challenges for
accurately estimating the seismically induced settlement and
selecting the appropriate foundation type to resist seismic
forces. As the geotechnical engineer of record, Terracon
needed to provide the recommendations to address these
issues and meet the structural design requirements.

Environmental

The medical complex is located near two major North
American faults—the San Jacinto Fault (less than 1 mile away)
and the San Andreas Fault—which merge approximately
15 miles northwest of the site. The hospital site consists of
more than 30 feet of very loose sandy soil layers.
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INNOVATIVE FOUNDATION DESIGN
To protect patients and staff from injury while keeping
the hospital operational following a potentially disastrous
earthquake, a proposed innovative earthquake protection
base-isolation foundation system may be implemented. The
recommended system consists of 126 sliding bearings and
dampers for lateral isolation, with more than 500 vertical
shock absorbers. Orbital-shaped pedestals—or “isolators”—
would allow the building to move independently of the
foundation in the event of an earthquake.
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The base isolators are to be built on a concrete mat which is
about 30 feet below ground surface. To stabilize the shoring
walls, 650 tie-backs were used. The space between the
building and shoring wall would allow the building itself to
move a maximum of 42 inches horizontally if the design
earthquake occurs.
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TERRACON FOUNDATION AWARDS $10,000
IN GRANTS FOR HURRICANE RELIEF

When completed, the new hospital complex will be the
second-largest medical center in California. The new
buildings are designed to resist an earthquake with a
potential magnitude of 7.9 and will not only be the tallest in
San Bernardino County, but will be among the safest in the
state, according to Medical Construction and Design.

MEETING HEIGHTENED SEISMIC STANDARDS
LLUMC is a major medical facility serving adults and
children in Southern California. The existing main hospital
tower, built in 1967, no longer meets the state’s Office of
Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD)
requirements for seismic performance. To comply with
OSHPD’s seismic compliance program requirements,
LLUMC is investing $1.2 billion to build a new 16-story adult
hospital and expanded nine-story Children’s Hospital.
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With the base isolators recently installed, construction of
the towers will continue until the end of 2020. Terracon is
providing materials testing and threshold inspections for
the project, which includes a complete seismic retrofit of the
steam plant for the new towers.

A base-isolated foundation system for Loma Linda University Medical Center
makes it the first hospital to use this innovative technology.

Facilities

TERRACON COMPANIES
Argus Pacific, Inc.

The Terracon Foundation recently announced two
$5,000 grants to Heart to Heart International for
Hurricane Michael and Hurricane Florence
relief efforts.

This very challenging project required unique solutions.
Terracon saved the client significant costs and maintained
the construction schedule by providing comprehensive
design recommendations for everything from seismic
settlement to excavation depths which improve bearing
capacity. The close cooperation between Terracon
geotechnical engineers and structural engineers makes
the design of the new foundation system possible.

“Terracon is pleased to support Heart to Heart in
its efforts to provide hurricane relief services to the
communities where our employee-owners and clients
live and work,” said Gayle Packer, Terracon president.
“We value the opportunity to give back to those who
need critical assistance at this time.”

Building Exterior Solutions, Inc.
Dente Group
Earth Exploration Inc.
Engineered Concepts
Mayes Testing Engineers, Inc.
NORCAL Geophysical
Consultants, Inc.
GeoCapitol Engineering, LLC
GeoConcepts Engineering, Inc.

“The incredible support from Terracon Foundation and other partners enables us to rapidly deploy
experienced, dedicated medical teams to disaster-affected areas,” said Kim Carroll, president and chief
operating officer, Heart to Heart International.
Heart to Heart International strengthens communities through improving health access, providing
humanitarian development and administering crisis relief worldwide. For more information, visit

FRED YI, PH.D., P.E., G.E.

hearttoheart.org

Fred is a senior geotechnical engineer in Terracon’s Colton,

HELPING HEAVY-WEAR
PAVEMENTS LAST LONGER

CONTACT US:
Call us at (800) 593 7777

Imagine how you would get to work, to school, or to
anywhere without good roads. Without passable paved
roads, driveways, and parking lots, our lives would be
immensely more complicated. Of all the infrastructure
that gets used constantly, pavements are one of the most
overlooked and, perhaps, the most neglected. Heavy traffic,
heavy loads, water, and weather extremes lead to rutting
and cracking, shortening pavement’s potential lifetime.
Recognizing the long-term impact of premature pavement
failures, Love’s Travel Stops & Country Stores (Love’s)

Love‘s Travel Stops has more than 450 truck stops and convenience stores in 41 states.
Heavy loads lead to frequent repairs and shortened pavement life, if not properly maintained.

proactively partners with Terracon to develop solutions to
anticipate and correct any of their pavement problems.
MAINTAINING PAVEMENT KEEPS
BUSINESS MOVING
As a major national truck stop operator in the U.S., Love’s
business depends on good facility access. Hundreds
of trucks drive through each truck stop daily; each one

Calif., office. He has 34 years of experience in geotechnical

For more information about the Terracon Foundation and other organizations it has supported, visit

engineering and geotechnical earthquake engineering, working
with universities and medical centers, school districts, and water

terracon.com/foundation

companies in Southern California.

To provide feedback, change your
address, or remove a name from
the mailing list, email the editor at
clientnews@terracon.com.
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Recently, Terracon used high-capacity, polymermodified, asphalt concrete materials, supplemented
with Kevlar ® fiber reinforcement on highways, to
convince Love‘s to consider this innovation for their
pavements. Although commonly used by state
departments of transportation, this kind of asphalt
is unusual in truck stops. It was selected because it
performs better over a wider temperature range than
conventional asphalt, and doesn’t get brittle.

weighing between 80,000–130,000 pounds. All those
slow-moving, turning, and idling semi-trucks wear out
pavements fast. The impact requires more maintenance,
frequent major repairs, and shortens overall pavement
life. With more than 450 truck stop and convenience
stores in 41 states, Love’s has a lot of pavement to maintain.
As a partner, Terracon’s approach begins from the
“ground up” with a thorough geotechnical investigation to
properly characterize the soil conditions at a potential site.
Because we anticipate heavily trafficked pavements, our
recommendations incorporate soil improvement methods
such as chemical amendment or geogrid reinforcement
where necessary or economically beneficial.

Featuring the first marine terminal on the Savannah River,
the SeaPoint Industrial Terminal Complex offers a full
range of industrial services and infrastructure. Designated
as a Georgia Brownfields site, SeaPoint Industrial Terminal
Complex is built on the site of a former titanium dioxide
plant and municipal landfill, and is currently being
developed as an innovative deep water multi-tenant site.
The developer of the site contracted with Terracon to
implement a Georgia Brownfields $38 million Corrective
Action Plan (CAP) over a six-year period.

For example, cold weather, rain, or unexpected delays
can all impact the quality of the constructed pavement.
To prevent these issues, Terracon’s project managers
and inspectors partner with the Love’s team to
document and report on progress so that construction
issues can be quickly resolved. Our teams also sample
and test during construction to verify the correct
pavement materials are used and that construction
quality meets the project specifications. And, if
construction activities don’t go as planned, our teams
work together to find solutions.
In the end, Terracon’s goal is to help Love’s manage
their construction and Travel Stop operations in the
most efficient and cost-effective manner by being
responsive, resourceful, and reliable.

SeaPoint Industrial Terminal Complex is built on the site of a former titanium
dioxide plant and municipal landfill.

IDENTIFYING ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES
This unique remediation site encompasses 1,570 acres,
with 1,010 acres of wetlands and 560 acres of uplands.
Initial construction of the former titanium dioxide
plant began in 1952. Portions of the site were used as
a municipal solid waste incinerator, a gas separation
plant, a sulfuric acid plant, a gypsum plant, a municipal
landfill (from 1921), and a water treatment chemical
manufacturing facility. With the exception of an acid
plant, site operations ceased in 2009. Contaminants of
concern in soil and groundwater include trichloroethylene,
polychlorinated biphenyl, dioxins, volatile and semivolatile organic compounds, and Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA) metals.

QUALITY MATERIALS SELECTION
Materials are an important component of any pavement
system, and with Love’s heavy traffic, they are critical.
To provide Love’s with the best solution, our pavement
experts investigate a variety of materials and methods.

STEPS TO PREVENT
PAVEMENT FAILURE:
•

Characterization of subsurface

•

Site-specific design

•

Site improvement when needed or
cost effective

•

Innovative materials

To enter the Brownfields Program, the developer conducted
a complete RCRA Facility Investigation (RFI) and submitted
the Corrective Action Plan (CAP) to Georgia Environmental
Protection Division (EPD) for approval. Terracon is
serving as the primary environmental consultant for the
investigation, remediation, and CAP documentation.

Construction materials are sampled and tested during construction to verify the
correct pavement materials are used and that quality specifications are met.

JOHN MANCINI, P.E.

•

Construction observation and testing
John is a geotechnical engineer with more than 28 years of

Learn more about pavement services at:
terracon.com/subsurface-exploration
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TRANSFORMING
A BROWNFIELD TO
AN INNOVATIVE
MULTI-TENANT SITE

CONSTRUCTION ESSENTIALS
Construction is the final piece of the pavement puzzle, and
one of the most important, because even the best materials
won’t last as intended if not properly constructed.
Severe pavement deterioration occurred prior to Terracon‘s solution.

terracon.com

REMEDIATION LEADS TO REDEVELOPMENT
Cleanup activities include excavation of contaminated
drainage ditches, wetlands, and marshlands remediation
of contaminants and waste material, consolidating

consulting experience. As a national account manager based
in Salt Lake City, John oversees Terracon’s services for clients
across the country.
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FLEXIBLE ASSET
MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS FOR
SCHOOL DISTRICTS
Basketball hoops, band towers, light poles, and bleachers
are just some of the physical assets a typical independent
school district facility manager might oversee. Add the
countless other assets a school may own, multiply them
by the number of facilities in each district, and the list of
items requiring regular visual inspections, maintenance,
and repairs increases exponentially. It doesn’t take a
mathematician to recognize the process of inventory
control, condition assessments, task order assignments,
preventive maintenance tracking, and major repair history
can be tedious.

The multi-tenant site will focus on industrial, high-tech, and diversified
manufacturing companies.

contaminated titanium dioxide waste and dredge spoils
materials, designing and constructing a new waste
water treatment pond, excavation and off-site disposal
of contaminated “hot spots,” as well as the design and
construction of solid waste cap systems of inactive and
active waste ponds.
Most remediation involves work in areas along the marsh
and river with extremely soft soils, high groundwater
table, and soft waste material, making these activities
challenging and time-consuming. Approximately 2
million yards of material will ultimately be excavated,
consolidated, hauled off-site, or capped.

TRACKING PHYSICAL ASSETS
Terracon’s service partnership with Texas school districts
is a prime example of the effective combination of
technical expertise and data assimilation technology.
Using the ArcGIS platform and visual assessment, a
custom digital solution has been developed for an owner’s
asset management challenges, called Digital Facility Asset
Management System (DFAMS).

CAP implementation requires a full-time oversight
team under the direction of Terracon professionals and
several subcontractors, depending on the complexity
of the remediation tasks. Terracon is also performing
geotechnical investigations for potential tenant build-outs,
as well as materials testing, as construction begins for the
incoming industries.

As an example, working with the Lewisville Independent
School District (LISD), one of the largest districts in
North Texas, the Terracon team developed a DFAMS
that makes the facility asset management process much
more efficient and easily accessible to facility services
managers. The district’s DFAMS utilizes aerial satellite
imagery and an ArcGIS online mapping platform to
build an interactive and GPS-enabled, comprehensive
asset inventory for multiple campuses. The district can
view their assets on a global satellite map of the school
district. Their DFAMS interactively manages and supports
detailed on-field asset assessment processes using
interactive capabilities between ArcGIS desktop and
mobile applications. This replaced their paper tracking
and spreadsheet approach, greatly increasing accuracy
and efficiency.

In addition to SeaPoint, Terracon serves as the lead
environmental and geotechnical engineering consulting
firm for the developer's other industrial properties located
in the southeast.

SEAPOINT INDUSTRIAL
TERMINAL COMPLEX
• Multi-tenant use focusing on industrial, hightech and diversified manufacturing companies
• More than 2,000 linear feet of riverfront
developable property

APPLICATIONS CUSTOMIZED FOR FLEXIBILITY
Customized asset attributes were populated on a mobile
application for use during the district’s in-field inspections
of each facility asset, simplifying the review process.
Data obtained during on-field assessments is captured in
real time, improving process efficiency. Users can upload
data such as assessment reports, special field notes,
and photographs for any item. Their DFAMS’s ability to
retain the previously generated assessment data with
date stamps for any individual asset, and its flexibility to
repeat the assessment process for the same asset in the

• Finished complex will have 375 net acres
divided into various-size parcels

BILL ANDERSON, III, P.E.
Bill is a senior principal and division manager of Terracon’s South
East Division. He has 33 years of experience in environmental
consulting and specializes in environmental site assessments,
remediation, and environmental compliance.
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Terracon’s Digital Facility Asset Management System (DFAMS) provides
clients with a customizable mobile app that enables users to upload and
access data on-site, in real time.

future, provides a consistent and comprehensive history
for individual assets. The system’s ability to interact with
other readily available applications owned by the district
makes it a useful tool to facilitate task order assignment
and repair tracking.
The DFAMS tool currently includes 335 assets for LISD
covering 40 interior bleachers, 60 exterior bleachers, more
than 220 athletic light poles, and numerous band towers.
DFAMS incorporates approximately 4,300 individual
date-stamped assessment reports, more than 1,000
individual asset photographs, and more than 300 repair
logs. The tool also tracks and stores the date-stamped
maintenance/repair history of every asset. Custom
queries and reporting are readily available, affording
facilities staff access to data on a “point-and-click” basis.
Effective asset management programs require proactive
and accurate capital renewal and maintenance planning
for clients managing multiple buildings and campuses
and dozens, sometimes hundreds of individual asset
components and systems. Within these programs
there are opportunities to utilize technology along
with expertise to assess conditions, track components
and incorporate renewal and maintenance efforts
into a cohesively managed effort. Our work with LISD
illustrates one example of selective asset management
that can be easily expanded to include additional
components.

SANJOG SABNIS, P.E.
Sanjog has more than 10 years of experience in structural
engineering and is the engineering diagnostic group manager
focusing on facilities for Terracon’s Dallas office. He is experienced
in engineering analysis, design, and consulting for buildings, and
infrastructure development for industrial and commercial clients.
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